1. EEE workgroup updates—Chris Haufler (5 min)
   A. The progress of other EEB subgroups
   B. Criteria developed for campus-wide Strategic Initiatives that will integrate across disciplines and involve both research and educational goals

2. Review of materials distributed (5 min)
   A. General Education Goals – 2001 – KU
   B. General Education Goals – Rutgers
   C. General Education Goals – Nebraska
   D. Proposed goals of general education – 2010 survey results
   E. Verbatim comments from discussions of prioritizing goals of general education

3. Initial discussion of the anticipated trajectory for generating strategic action plans to guide the General Education renewal process (15 min)
   A. Reviewing and revising the KU General Education Goals
   B. Linking the revised goals to development of a new curriculum
   C. Building a new University-wide general education curriculum in concert with schools and the College

4. Beginning the renewal of KU’s General Education goals (60 min)
   A. Considering the recommendations from individuals and group discussions of priorities
   B. Comparing anticipated KU goals with those from peer AAU institutions
   C. Reviewing comments from individuals – what appears constructive or raises concern?
   D. Developing lists of “gotta have” and “might be nice” goals
   E. Can some goals be grouped into meaningful composites?

5. Next meeting—Tuesday or Wednesday, January 18th or 19th? Perhaps a longer (3-hour) meeting?

6. Happy Holidays!!